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The Centre in May: Conversation 
and Open Czech Language Courses

Start Speaking Czech at the 
Conversation Course 
In May we are starting Czech conversation courses for Non-EU 
citizens in which you can practice various conversation situations and 
speak on various topics. These courses are connected to classic 
grammar courses, and this is why the courses are mainly reserved for 
clients from these grammar courses. 

Practice your Czech 
at the Open Course 
The open Czech language course continues in May. You register for 
each lesson individually and so you can choose the topics that you 
like. In the May lessons you can talk about sports, healthcare, 
ecology, and shopping.

Where to go in the 
South Moravian Region? 
We created a new section called “Free Time” on our webpage for 
newcomers from Ukraine. There you can find a list of places and 
cultural sites in the South Moravian region which Ukrainian citizens 
can visit for free or for a symbolic fee (1 Czk).

Screening in the Planetarium 
for Children from Ukraine
In collaboration with the Brno Observatory and Planetarium we are 
preparing a screening of Ukrainian films for children. You can also look 
forward to an entertaining program. We will meet on 11 May at Kraví 
hora.

Dear friends,
In our monthly newsletter you will find 
out what kind of activities we are prepa-
ring for you in May. We are opening new 
conversation courses for Non-Eu citizens 
and we are preparing a film screening in 
the Brno planetarium for children from 
Ukraine. All our activities are for free. 

And that’s not all! You can find more information about our 
activities in May on our website, Facebook, or Instagram. 
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in MAY 2022 
the Centre for foreigners is conducting:

Adaptation-Integration Courses Russian

Adaptation-Integration Courses Ukrainian

Beginning of Conversation Courses Non-EU Citizens

Screening of Ukrainian Films in 
the Planetarium on Kraví hora Ukrainian

Adaptation-Integration Courses Ukrainian, English, French, Russian

Adaptation-Integration Courses Ukrainian, Russian

Adaptation-Integration Courses Ukrainian

Czech Television tour for families 
with children from Ukraine Ukrainian

Adaptation-Integration Courses Ukrainian, Mongolian
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